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BOOK TITLE

- Ventures Mathematics and Science ECD A
- Ventures Shona ECD A
- Ventures Ndebele ECD A
- Ventures ICT ECD A
- Ventures English ECD A
- Ventures Heritage Studies ECD A
- Ventures Physical Education ECD A
- Ventures Visual and Performing Arts ECD A
- Ventures Mass Display ECD A

- Ventures Mathematics and Science Grade 1
- Ventures Gore Rekutanga
- Ventures English Grade 1
- Ventures Indosakusa 1
- Ventures Heritage Studies Grade 1
- Ventures Physical Education Grade 1
- Ventures Chindau Grade 1

- Ventures English Grade 3
- Ventures Agriculture Grade 3
- Ventures Indosakusa 3
- Ventures Gore Rechitatu
- Ventures Family Religious and Moral Education Grade 3
- Ventures Heritage Studies Grade 3
- Ventures Science and Technology Grade 3
- Ventures Social Studies Grade 3
- Ventures Physical Education Grade 3

- Ventures Physical Education Grade 4
Ventures Agriculture Grade 5
Ventures Heritage Grade 5
Ventures Mathematics Grade 5
Ventures Shona Grade 5
Ventures English Grade 5
Ventures Science and Technology Grade 5
Ventures Physical Education Grade 5
Ventures Family Religious and Moral Education Grade 5
Ventures Science and Technology Grade 6
Ventures Family Religion and Moral Education Grade 6
Ventures Heritage Studies Grade 6
Ventures Agriculture Grade 6
Ventures Mathematics Grade 6

Active Readers 1-20
Ventures Pepukai Readers 1-10
Readers are Leaders Book 1-22

Focus on Family and Religious Studies Form 1
Heritage Studies Form 1
Focus on History Form 1
Focus on English Form 1
Focus on Agriculture Form 1
Focus on Commerce Form 1
Nhapitapi YeChishona Book 1
Focus on Ihawu Form 1
Focus on Mathematics Form 1
Focus on Geography Form 1
Focus on Combined Science Form 1

Focus on Combined Science Form 3
Focus on Agriculture Form 3
Focus on Heritage Studies Form 3
Focus on Commerce Form 3
Focus on History Form 4

BEST BOOKS

Keys to Integrated Workbook
Keys to Physical Education
Keys to Visual and Performing Arts ECD A
Keys to Childhood Development Mass Displays ECD A
Keys to Integrated Teacher’s Resource Book ECD A
Keys to Early Childhood Development Heritage and Social Studies
Keys to Early Childhood Development English
Keys to Heritage Grade 1
Keys to Mathematics and Science Grade 1
Keys to English Grade 1

Keys to Mathematics Grade 3
Keys to English Grade 3
Keys to Heritage Studies Grade 3
Keys to Science and Technology Grade 3
Keys to Agriculture Grade 3

Keys to Agriculture Grade 4

Keys to Science and Technology Grade 5
Keys to English Grade 5
Keys to Mathematics Grade 5
Keys to Heritage Studies Grade 5
Keys to Agriculture Grade 6
Keys to Science and Technology Grade 6
Keys to Heritage Grade 6
Key to Mathematics Grade 6

Keys to Combined Science Form 1
Keys to English Form 1
Keys to Mathematics Form 1

Keys to General Science Form 3
Keys to Mathematics book 3

PEARSON

Step Up Mathematics Grade 1
Step Up Heritage and Studies Grade 1
Step in Mathematics Grade 1
Step in English Grade 1

Agriculture Grade 3
Step in Science and Technology Grade 3
Family Religion and Moral Education Grade 3
Step in Mathematics Grade 3
Step in English Grade 3
Step in Heritage Studies Grade 3
Science and Technology Grade 3

Agriculture Grade 5
Nhaka Youpenyu Bhuku 1
Hluvuko Wa Hina Book 1
Bwachalino 1

Heritage Studies Time 3
English Time Grade 3
Hluvuko Wa Hina Book 3
Nhaka Youpenyu Bhuku 3
Agriculture Time Grade 3
Mathematics Time Grade 3
Science and Technology Time 3
Illifa Lesizwe Book 3

Agriculture Time Grade 5
Mathematics Time Grade 5
Science and Technology Time Grade 5
Agriculture Time Grade 6
Mathematics Time Grade 6
Science and Technology Time Grade 6

Illifa Lesizwe Book 5
Nhaka Youpenyu bhuku 5

Principles of Accounting Today Form 1
Kodzero Form 1
African Heritage 1
Lusumpuko 1
Commerce Today 1
English Today 1
Mathematics Today 1
Agriculture Today 1
Ririmi raHina Form 1
Geography Today 1
Inkanyezi 1
Combined Science Today Book 1
Heritage Studies Today 1

Chemistry Today 3
Kodzero Form 3
Biology Today 3
Physics Today 3
People Making History Book 3
English Today Book 3
Inkanyezi 3
Commerce Today 3
Agriculture Today 3
Heritage Studies Today 3
A Level Chemistry Today
OXFORD
Discover Mathematics and Science ECD A
Discover English ECD A
Discover Mathematics and Science Grade 1
Discover English Grade 1
Discover Mathematics Grade 3
Discover English Grade 3
Discover Agriculture Grade 3
Discover Heritage Studies Grade 3
Discover Science and Technology Grade 3
Discover Science and Technology Grade 5
Discover Agriculture Grade 5
Discover Science and Technology Grade 6
Discover Agriculture Grade 6
Discover Mathematics Grade 6
Premier Agriculture Form 1
Premier Geography Form 1
Premier English Form 1
Premier Commerce Form 1

GRAMSOL
Agriculture Grade 5
Physical Education Grade 5
Science and Technology Grade 5
Information Communication and Technology Grade 5
Visual and Performing Arts Grade 5
Family, Religion and Moral Education Grade 5
Agriculture Grade 6
Physical Education Grade 6
Science and Technology Grade 6
Information Communication and Technology Grade 6
Visual and Performing Arts Grade 6
Family, Religion and Moral Education Grade 6
Geography Form 2
Geography Form 4
Mathematics Form 1
Mathematics Form 2
Mathematics Form 3

C P S
Primary Sekuthe-Dlwe 1 A and B
Mathematics and Science ECD A
Sekuthe-Dlwe ECD A IsiNdebele
ECD A Ziva ChiShona
ECD A English
ECD A Readers(Tonga, Shangani, Venda, Nambia, Sesuthu, IsiNdebele, Shona and Kalanga)

Ziva ChiShona Grade 1
Readers/Rava ChiShona 1-10 (Grade 1)
Readers/Bala IsiNdebele 1-8 (Grade 1)

Ziva ChiShona Grade 3
Sekuthe-Dhlwe Grade 3
Readers Nhanho 1 Grade 3

Information and Communication Technology Grade 6
Visual and Performing Arts Grade 6
Physical Education Grade 6

Agriculture 1
Gona ChiShona Form 1
IsiNdebele Soqobo Form 1

Gona ChiShona Form 3
IsiNdebele Soqobo Form 3
Agriculture 3

PRIORITY PROJECTS

Best Approach to ECD A Mathematics and Science
Best Approach to ECD A Family and Heritage Studies
Best Approach to ICT ECD A
Best Approach to English ECD A

Best Approach to English Grade I
Best Approach to Family and Heritage Studies Grade 1
Best Approach to Mathematics and Science Grade 1
Best Approach to English Grade 1

Best Approach to Mathematics Grade 3
Best Approach to Agriculture Grade 3
Supplementary Readers Grade 1-7
Best Approach to English Grade 3
Best Approach to Heritage Social Studies Grade 3
Best Approach to Science and Technology Grade 3
Best Approach to Physical Education, Sport and Mass Displays Grade 3
Best Approach to Family, Religious and Moral Education Grade 3
Best Approach to Science and Technology Grade 6
Best Approach to Physical Education, Sport and Mass Displays Grade 6
Best Approach to Family, Religious and Moral Education Grade 6
Best Approach to Agriculture Grade 6
Best Approach to Visual And Performing Arts Grade 6

Heritage Studies Form I
Total Combined Science Form 1
Kundai ChiShona Form 1
Physical Education Form 1
Total History Form 1
Total English Form 1

Heritage Studies Form 3

SECONDARY BOOK PRESS

Plus One ICT Grade 1
Plus One ICT Grade 2
Plus One ICT Grade 3
Plus One ICT Grade 5
Plus One ICT Grade 6
Plus One Visual and Performing Arts Grade 6
Plus One Agriculture Grade 6
Plus One Visual and Performing Arts Grade 6
Plus One Physical Education and Mass Displays Grade 6
Plus One Science and Technology Grade 6
Plus One Family Religion and Moral Education Grade 6
Practical Approach to Physical Education Form 1
Practical Approach to Heritage Studies Form 1
Ngatidzidzei ChiShona

INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS

PALM PUBLICATIONS

Introduction to Computer Science Book 1
Pfuxeto 1
Shangani
Information and Communication Technology Grade 1
Information and Communication Technology Grade 5
Physical Education Grade 5
Information and Communication Technology Grade 6
Palm Family Religion and Moral Education Grade 6
BRILLIANT SITHOLE
Stars in Family Religion and Moral Education Grade 5
Stars in Family Region and Moral Education Grade 6

ELIAS BROWN
Combined Science Zimbabwe Book 1
Physical Education Grade 6

LINQUA FRANCA
ECD A English

J MUTAMBARA
A level Physics, Principles and Applications
Information Communication and Technology Grade 6

SHADRECK MATINDIKIKE
Macro-Economics

SIBONGILE GUMI
New Millennium Geography

NHAKA LEADERSHIP SOLUTIONS
Guidance and Counselling Form 1

CHIWARA
Career Guidance and Life Skills for Students

CARE
Adolescents’ Access Through Transforming Education in Zimbabwe.

CHITSIDZO
Chisipiti Cheruzivo

MGWALIMA T
Essentials of Computer Science Book 1

SPRING HUB
Spring Up in Agriculture  Grade 3
Spring Up in Agriculture  Grade 5
Spring Up in Information and Communication Technology Grade 5
Spring Up in Agriculture  Grade 6
Spring Up in Physical Education Grade 6
Spring Up in Information and Communication Technology Grade 6

GREEN FOREST
Information and Communication Technology Grade 5

ACTIVE ZIMBABWE
Physical Education Grade 3

EDULIGHT
Yeukai ChiShona bhuku 1
Yeukai ChiShona bhuku 2
Yeukai ChiShona bhuku 3
Yeukai ChiShona bhuku 4
EduLight Information Communication and Technology Grade 6
EduLight Agriculture Grade 6